CURRICULUM CONTENT

1st Term
- Alphabet reading - learn how to identify each letter of the alphabet (A to Z) big and small
- Alphabet writing –learn how to write each letter (A to Z) lower and upper cases
- Vowels – learn the sound of the vowels and words starting with each vowel
- Close sounds – Learn how to properly identify and pronounce close sounds

2nd Term
- Phonic Sounds – learn the pronunciation of basic sounds
- Unit 1Self introduction - learn how to introduce yourself
- Unit 1Toys – learn few name of toys
- Unit 2 Colours – learn the name of the colours
- Unit 1 and 2 School supplies – learn the name of the school supplies and the questions “What is this – that?”
- Unit 3 Shapes – learn the name of shapes
- Unit 4 Numbers – Learn the numbers
- Unit 3 and 4 Classroom command – learn simple classroom command

3rd Term
- Unit 5 Animal – Learn the name of animals and express how many animals you see
- Unit 6 Food – Learn the name of some food and express what you like and your age
- Unit 5 and 6 Weather – learn the vocabulary linked to the weather
- Unit 7 My body – Learn your body part and introduce “I can…”
- Unit 8 Abilities – Learn how to express what you can do
- Unit 7 and 8 Week – learn the days of the week
- Unit 1 (book 2) School supplies – Learn the name of school supplies and the question “What is this?” as well as the answer
- Unit 2(book 2) My things – Learn how to express property and What you have
- Unit 3(book 2) My house – Learn how to express the location and basic personal information
- Unit 4 (book 2)Things to eat – Learn more about food and what is there to eat and what you want
- Unit 3 – 4 Months – Learn the months
4th Term

- CVC words – learn few CVC words
- Unit 5 (book 2) Occupations – Learn how to express feelings and the professions
- Unit 6 (book 2) Locations – Learn more about how to express locations
- Unit 5 – 6 Seasons – Learn the seasons
- Unit 7 (book 2) Doing things – Learn the sentence “let’s…” and few name of activities
- Unit 8 (book 2) After school - Learn how to make plans and express them
- Unit 7 – 8 Time – Learn how to express the time and ask for it
- Reading – Learn how to read simple sentences with CVC words
- Writing – Learn how to write simple sentences with CVC words